
ARX Vehicle Barrier deployed

Vehicle Barrier

ARX Vehicle Barriers offer 
an unparalleled level of 
protection from VAAW 
(Vehicle As A Weapon) 
attacks and are a crucial 
part of any Hostile Vehicle 
Mitigation (HVM) strategy. 

The ARX Vehicle Barrier is supplied with its own 
trailer for easy transportation and set-up

The barrier 
provides a  

vehicle secure 
perimeter while still 

allowing the ingress and 
egress of permitted vehicles. 

Units are surface mounted  
(no excavation required) with a 4.9m 

(16') opening barrier (ASTM M40 or K8 
rating). Units are tested to stop a 6,800kg 

(15,000lb) vehicle at 40mph (64kph).
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Components & Build

Crash Rating

Clear Vehicle Opening

Weight

Voltage 

Deployment Time

Recovery Time

Specifications

ARX Vehicle Barriers are simply towed or placed in the road at the 
desired strategic location and lowered hydraulically into place.

The barrier is towed to the destination 
and lowered to the ground using 
integrated hydraulics.

Using a range of tools, the trailer 
chassis is removed and placed  
wheeled away.

The barrier lifted up using hydraulics. 
Using the deployment rotation device 
supplied, it is turned into place.

The buttons on the adjacent control 
panel can then be used to operate the 
barrier plate.

When a vehicle approaches; simply 
hold the open button to release the 
barrier plate.

The vehicle can then cross the barrier 
and the close button can be pressed to 
bring the barrier plate back up.

M40/ K8/Pas68

4.05m x 1.9m (13' 3" x 6' 3")

2,950kg (6,503lb)

110V, 5 Amp, 60Hz 

60 minutes

40 minutes

Spare Tyre

Control Station
Deployment 
Hydraulic Controls

Solar Panel

Optional panel  
for charging.

Hydraulic Power Unit 

Available with optional full remote/local 
automatic operation and integral charger.

Buttress

Road Plate

Torsion Axles 

Hydraulic surge brakes 
provide smooth towing.


